PIERO DORAZIO, GRIGIORE, 1958
SPLIT MULLION PLAN AT SLAB
SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"
STONE VENEER W/ FLUTED EDGE, SEE DWG A1
ALUMINUM SPLIT MULLION, SEE DWG A1
TRIPLE IGU
MILL AWAY MULLION EDGES AT SPANDREL
ALUMINUM MULLION BRACKET
GALVANIZED AIR SEAL BACKPAN
MINERAL FIBER INSULATION
ALUMINUM SPANDREL W/ FLUTED PROFILE
STONE VENEER W/ FLUTED EDGE, SEE DWG A1
GALVANIZED AIR SEAL BACKPAN
ALUMINUM SPANDREL W/ FLUTED PROFILE
MINERAL FIBER INSULATION
ALUMINUM MULLION BRACKET
MILL AWAY MULLION EDGES AT SPANDREL
ALUMINUM SPLIT MULLION, SEE DWG A1
STONE VENEER W/ FLUTED EDGE, SEE DWG A1
SPLIT MULLION PLAN AT SPANDREL
SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"
FAUX MULLION PLAN
SCALE: 6" = 1'-0"

TRIPLE IGU
INTERMEDIATE ANODIZED ALUMINUM FAUX MULLION
STRUCTURAL SILICONE
STEEL CLIP
STONE VENEER W/ FLUTED EDGE
GASKET

NOTE: PROFILES MATCH SPLIT MULLION